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Travelpro® and Atlantic® Luggage Debut the  
“2015 Father’s Day Gift Guide” 

 
- Make the Day Memorable with a Travel Gift He Will Never Forget - 

 
Boca Raton, FL – June 2, 2015 – Travelpro, the original inventor of Rollaboard® luggage, and 
Atlantic® Luggage, part of the Travelpro® family of brands, are pleased to announce their “2015 
Father’s Day Gift Guide.” Surprise that special man in your life with the gift of something spectacular 
from their comprehensive lines of innovative carry-on luggage, designed to perfectly fit the needs of 
both the business and leisure traveler. 
  
“Our Gift Guide offers a variety of choices sure to make every man on your list remember this year’s 
Father’s Day,” said Scott Applebee, Vice President of Marketing for the Travelpro and Atlantic family 
of brands. “Our products are rugged and built to last, which is why they go through extensive 
performance testing and are backed by substantial warranties.”  
 
Selected to delight your husband, dad or other father figure in your life, the five pieces that comprise 
this Gift Guide are all memorable due to their quality, style and versatility. The Atlantic Ultra® Lite 
3 21” Expandable Spinner is ideal for men on the go. Designed for those looking for lightweight 
luggage at an affordable price, this attractive option is made with water-repellent polyester fabric, 
high-mileage spinner wheels that roll effortlessly, convenient exterior pockets and comfortable carry 
handles. The “intelligent” interior ensures packing flexibility with two side mesh pockets, a full-size 
mesh lid and adjustable hold-down straps with Duraflex® buckles.  It is built to go the distance, 
features expansion capabilities for extra packing and is available in sleek black.  
 
Make a bold statement with the Travelpro® Crew™ Executive Choice™ Checkpoint Frien dly 
Slim Brief , which integrates fine leather accents and durable fabrics with Travelpro’s outstanding 
attention to detail. The confident style and functional efficiency are a reflection of Travelpro’s 
commitment to business travelers worldwide. The Checkpoint Friendly compartment features a 
padded and quilted corduroy pocket for laptops up to 15.6”, plus a separate padded tablet pocket. 
Its built-in business organizer and removable cord pouch provide efficient storage for business 
essentials and power cables, while an RFID-blocking pocket keeps credit cards and passports 
hidden to protect against loss and identity theft. 
 
The Travelpro® Maxlite® 19” Business Plus Hardside Spi nner  offers the ultimate in versatility 
and durability. This amazingly lightweight carry-on piece has a strong 100% polycarbonate hard 
shell for ultimate protection plus the patented Contour Grip to ensure effortless maneuverability. 
Featuring 2” of expansion capacity, this model offers a dual wheel spinner system, integrated TSA 
lock for added security and an exterior pocket that opens for easy access to a fully-integrated 
business organizer for storing files, paperwork, a cell phone, pens, cables and more. With padded 
sleeves to conveniently hold both a laptop and tablet, this versatile carry-on spinner is a true 
breakthrough in durability, style and value -- perfect for any business trip.  
 
For the man seeking adventure, the T-Pro® Bold™  2.0 by Travelpro® Computer Backpack  is a 
welcome travel companion. The T-Pro Bold collection by Travelpro is ready to go anywhere, over 
rough terrain or city streets. Amazingly durable, lightweight and versatile, the Computer Backpack 
features both a padded computer and tablet sleeve which provides protection and fast access  
 



 

 
 
when you need it. The backpack is made of rugged, high-density polyester fabric with a water 
repellent coating for greater stain and abrasion resistance and even has an easy-to-reach water 
bottle holder.  
 
Make travel a breeze with another piece from the T-Pro® Bold™ 2.0 Collection by Travelpro® -- 
the 26” Drop-Bottom Rolling Duffel – which is the perfect gift for the adventure traveler in your 
life. For packing flexibility, a zippered divider panel allows for two separate packing spaces or, if 
opened, one large main compartment.   The drop-bottom compartment features a 2” expansion for 
even more packing space and flexibility. 
 
About Atlantic® Luggage 
Since 1919, the Atlantic® brand has been synonymous with affordable, value-added and lightweight 
luggage. As a market leader in the lightweight luggage segment, from cleverly-designed uprights 
and spinners to trendy and smart garment bags and totes, all Atlantic-branded luggage comprises 
superior quality and durability. Whether for business or recreation, travel is more pleasurable with 
Atlantic luggage, part of the Travelpro® family of products.  
 
Please visit Atlantic Luggage at www.atlanticluggage.com for a full list of the latest products and 
retail locations. 
 
About Travelpro  International  
For over 25 years, Travelpro International has prided itself on design innovation and durability in 
crafting the highest quality luggage for travelers worldwide. Since transforming the ease of modern 
day travel with The Original Rollaboard® wheeled luggage, Travelpro® has been the brand of choice 
for flight crews and frequent travelers on every continent. The company is dedicated to building a 
lifelong relationship with its customers by consistently meeting and exceeding their expectations. 
Travelpro was honored to once again be voted as the “World’s Best Luggage” by Premier Traveler 
Magazine in 2014.  
 
Please visit Travelpro® at www.travelpro.com for a full list of the latest products and retail locations. 
Follow us on Facebook at www.facebook.com/TravelproINTL and Twitter: @TravelproIntl. 
 
Visuals for all products are available. Please contact Mario Sancarranco at HRMC at 305-573-0882 
or mario@gohrmc.com . 
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